
Immigration issues poised to divide
people and political parties
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A center where immigrants are housed might not stand out among the other buildings

nearby. The Northwest Detention Center blends in with the warehouses in that part of Port of

Tacoma, Washington.

However, a protest camp outside the detention center makes it stand out. The government keeps

almost 1,600 men and women at the center.

Protesters first showed up in June. They came after Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)

separated more than 2,500 children from their parents at the U.S.-Mexico border. It was part of

President Donald Trump's plan to fight illegal border crossings.
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The government created ICE after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. The agency is

supposed to enforce immigration laws. Some say ICE now goes after immigrants who lack legal

standing for the wrong reasons. 

Protests Put Pressure On Officials

A protest camp with tents appeared in June near the center's front gate. Protesters put signs on a

fence that said "Make America Care Again" and "Abolish ICE," calling for an end to the

government agency. They also began holding "noise rallies." They bang on pots and drums as a

sign of support for the immigrants inside the center.

Chico Martinez lives in Tacoma, Washington. He says the protest is trying to pressure city

officials. Protesters want them to stop working with the center's owner, Geo Group. The company

runs private prisons. They make money from running prisons. They get paid by the government to

run the prisons.

Putting private prisons out of business would be a start, Martinez says.

Not all protesters want to shut down ICE. This surprises some people, though. They think the

protests mainly want to close the agency. It's based on the motto "Abolish ICE."

Similar protests are going on across the country. However, the movement and its plans remain

unclear. Some in the protests want to end ICE. Others see that the motto serves as a rallying cry

to motivate voters. 

The movement can bring change no matter what happens with ICE, says Hemanth Gundavaram.

He leads the Immigrant Justice Clinic. It is at Northeastern University in Boston, Massachusetts.

When people negotiate, or work on deals, "you start from your strongest position," he says. So

ending ICE has to be considered in terms of how "to come to a middle ground" where change can

happen, he says.

Drawing Support For Changes

Pramila Jayapal is a lawmaker from Washington state. She supports a bill that would drop ICE.

That could come within a year of Congress creating a new immigration enforcement system.

The push to close the agency has divided the Democrats, a political party. Some want to close

the agency. Others want to make changes to the agency.

Republicans are another political party. Republicans and Democrats often do not agree on

issues. Some Republicans think "Abolish ICE" is an extreme idea. Democrats plan to use a broad

definition of the motto and use the protests to build support for change. 
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Vedant Patel, who works for Jayapal, says this is about more than the idea of abolishing ICE. "It's

about reforming and changing an agency that has not been doing its job."

Supporters believe "Abolish ICE" has a chance to bring change. 

Dislike Of Trump's Policies

Tim Warden-Hertz is a lawyer with the Northwest Immigrant Rights Project. It is a nonprofit group

in Washington. He sees the nationwide protests as proof of a growing dislike of Trump's

approach.

"Abolish ICE" has helped make it clear that voting matters, he says. "The organizing and activism

that's happening across the country is encouraging."

Seeing protesters outside the Northwest Detention Center encouraged Maria Alvarado and

Salvador Meza. The couple had driven some 230 miles from Pasco, Washington, to visit Meza's

father. ICE began holding him in November. It was 20 years after he arrived without permission in

the U.S. from Mexico. 

"We wish we didn't have to be here," Alvarado says. "But protests like this give us a little hope. It

tells us that people like my father-in-law haven't been forgotten."

"Keeping Families Together" Unites Voters

"Abolish ICE" is connected to a similar cause.

People were very upset about Trump's plan that separated parents from children. They protested

the policy by marching. Those are known as "Keep Families Together" protests.

The Trump government ended its plan. However, it did not reunite the families by July 26, when a

court said it had to be done.

Hiroshi Motomura is a professor at the University of California, Los Angeles. He says that the

anger over ICE taking children from parents gives an opportunity to Democrats. It could help them

in November elections.

He says that "Abolish ICE" leaves Democrats at risk. People could say it is too extreme. However,

linking the motto to the demand that children remain with their parents could unite Democrats and

gain other voters.
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